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Looking for a lightbulb moment?
Shaping a strategy for the future is incredibly complex, but there's a simple
step you can take today to improve your odds of success. Futurenautics
offers analysis, insight and comment every quarter identifying the trends,
threats and opportunities shipping's technology-enabled future holds.
Take out your free subscription today.
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Small, but perfectly informed

F

uturenautics' mission is to
engage, inform, support and
inspire the current and future
leaders of the shipping and maritime
industry. Together with a programme
of major industry research projects Futurenautics also publishes a quarterly
journal, website and holds a variety of
events and other resources to help contextualise current technology trends for
the shipping and maritime industry as it
enters its technology-enabled future.
As part of its annual programme Futurenautics holds a global series of highlevel roundtable discussions. These
small, closed events for senior leaders
focus on key trends and developments,
promoting the exchange of ideas, best
practice and a greater understanding
of how shipping's partners, customers,
stakeholders and regulators are approaching the technology-enabled future.
Following these roundtables Futurenautics produces a white paper which
it shares with the wider industry to promote discussion, provide information
and encourage and support leaders as
they navigate a rapidly changing business environment.
The first European roundtable of
2015 took place in Oslo during the bien-

nial Nor-Shipping event. Supported by
Inmarsat, the leading provider of global
mobile satellite communications services, and InterManager, the 'voice of ship
management', the roundtable took as its
theme 'Big Data and the New IT' which
provoked a wide-ranging and energised
debate amongst participants.
In digital operations data is the new
currency. The shipping industry is beginning to embrace the opportunities
provided by technical, engineering data
that allows condition based maintenance, eco-ship efficiency and engine
health monitoring, but the data opportunity is far wider.
Smart collection and analysis of
massive commercial datasets is driving
transparency across the industry creating disruptive start-ups that promise to
erode margin and disintermediate established maritime service providers. At
the same time incumbent shipping and
maritime companies may be sitting on
exhaust data ripe for monetisation via
new, multi-sided business models.
The growing importance of data is
seeing IT transform its fundamental
mission, transitioning away from traditional support functions and becoming a
strategic driver at the heart of the business. As evidence-based decision mak-
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The growing importance of data is seeing IT transform its fundamental mission,
transitioning away from traditional support function and becoming a strategic
driver at the heart of the business. As evidence-based decision making replaces
gut-feel, and technology deployment drives competitive advantage how ready
is shipping to capitalise?

ing replaces gut-feel and technology deployment drives competitive advantage,
how ready is shipping to capitalise on
this new paradigm?
How do maritime companies transform IT's mission to add value, enhance
performance and lead strategy? Should
you be recruiting data scientists and
Chief Data Officers? And if so, is it essential that they come from outside the
industry?
Giving their views on those and other
questions were a variety of stakeholders, from ship management and class,
to technology, training and connectivity
suppliers, and disruptive data-focussed
maritime businesses.
Shaping a strategy for the future is
a major challenge for us all and the Futurenautics roundtable series offers an
opportunity for the industry to begin discussing how we do that, where others
have identified and met challenges, and
where more work is needed.
Those who give their time to take
part are helping to drive the industry
forward and we take this opportunity to
thank them sincerely for doing so.
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Big Data and the
new IT in Shipping
and Maritime
T

he first European roundtable
of 2015 took place in Oslo during the biennial Nor-Shipping
week, against a backdrop of falling oil
prices—which, whilst providing a loosening in costs for operators, is proving
a serious challenge for the offshore industries—and the continuing absence
of recovery in rates across the majority
of sectors.
Nor-Shipping also saw the biggest
class society in the world DNV GL announce that of all the technology trends
it had identified, Big Data had exceeded
even its projections in terms of both
growth and importance to the shipping
and maritime industry.
DNV GL's announcement is just one
example of the groundswell of interest in
Big Data which appears now to be firmly
on the agenda in shipping. From conference sessions to entire programmes
dedicated to Big Data the conversation
about how and where this trend can cut
cost and add value is growing. But what
exactly is Big Data in shipping and maritime, and is the way we define it important?
There is a generally accepted definition of Big Data which centres around
the four 'V's—Volume, Variety, Velocity and Veracity, but there is another
'V' which is crucial for shipping and
maritime, and that is Value. Perhaps
the clearest applications for Big Data in
shipping so far have come via efficiencies and cost reductions from the use
of technical data, but cutting costs is not
the same as creating value.
Roundtable Chair, Futurist K D Adamson, Editor of Futurenautics opened
by asking whether those around the table thought there was a divide developing between traditional 'technical' engineering data, and wider enterprise data
which could wrong-foot us into believing

Could the divide developing between 'technical' data and wider
enterprise data wrong-foot shipping into believing that Big Data is
a technology transformation wave rather than a business transformation wave which will affect every part of our operations?
Big Data is a technology transformation
wave, rather than a business transformation wave that will affect every part of
our operations.
As VP of Projects for InterManager George Hoyt was responsible for
chairing the Shipping KPI's (Key Performance Indicator) project and zeroed
in immediately on what he saw as the
foundational requirement for any data
initiative.
"You have to go back to the basics
and understand that before you can improve anything you have to measure it.
This has been a mantra around the KPI
project, and before you can measure it
you have to define it," said George. Going on to explain that the first four years
of the InterManager KPI project was
dedicated to creating definitions,
George pointed to the importance
of the glossary of terms for ship-shore
communications as an example. "People were using buzzwords which didn't
have commonly understood definitions,
so ship managers and suppliers were
trying to communicate different things,"
he explained.
"One of the challenges I see is that
people are collecting an awful lot of
data, and that data is defined with different parameters, and we need to have
a universality in terms of how that data
is being collected. I think it's really important that we look at how we do this
correctly, right from the beginning"

The issue of data ontologies and
classification was picked up by Tony
Field, Area Manager for Middle East &
Africa for Lloyd's Register. "So many
times with anything to do with data, right
from the beginning the data sets are
looking at different things, maybe just
very slightly different things but then it
doesn't correlate," said Tony. "So the
exercise negates itself, because when
you drill down into it, both sets of data
are true, but you can't match them up."
But for Futurenautics CEO Roger
Adamson the strategic value of a Big
Data programme lay specifically in taking unrelated and unstructured datasets
and extracting value from them.
"I see lots of engineering data—
ships are pretty well connected by sensors in comparison to other plant and
machinery—and that information is easily definable, because it's temperature,
operating parameters, telemetry, etc,
and analytics can be performed on that
data to enable condition based maintenance for example," he said. "But it's
in looking at those in combination with
wider commercial datasets, blending
those together, that I see the real potential, and I'm beginning to see that
in what Warwick's (Norman) doing and
what Patrik's (Olstad Berglund) done
and what Hans' (Ottosen) system can
facilitate." Pointing to the airline industry
Roger described how that approach can
enable carriers to have dynamic pricing
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"We have a chance to smooth out the cyclical nature of the shipping industry if we could merge
these great technical datasets we're starting to see
emerge, with commercial datasets and start making evidence-based decisions rather than gut-feel,
counter cyclical investment in tonnage."
for seats and freight, and put capacity
where it's required before passengers
even realise they are going to need to
take flights.
"DNV GL highlighted yesterday
that Big Data had taken them quite
unawares, but they are talking about
engineering data, and I think that people are failing to put the two together
and say, actually we have a chance to
smooth out the cyclical nature of the
shipping industry if we could merge
these great technical datasets we're
starting to see emerge, with commercial datasets. Whether that's ERP, social media or macro economic data, we
can bring those together to start making
evidence-based decisions rather than
what we're seeing from ship operators
who continue to make gut-feel, counter
cyclical investment in tonnage," he suggested.
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Agreeing with the premise, Nigel
Cleave CEO of Videotel pointed out
the interrelationships between the data.
"I think you're right, it's a combination
of both. Big Data is an opportunity to
explore the bigger picture including the
intelligent operation of systems, performance monitoring and optimisation, as
well as a systemic overview of operations, all of which have a commercial
impact," said Nigel. "Monitoring lube
oil optimisation feed rates for example, getting that rate absolutely correct
means you achieve better opex, so the
combination of the technical and commercial start to come together."
As CEO of Danelec Hans Ottosen
sought to bring some clarity to the current Big Data landscape for shipping.
"There are two major categories of Big
Data, one that takes place primarily onshore which is not dependent on the
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ship which could be analysis of freight
rates, trading routes, etc, none of which
relies upon picking up data from the
vessel," explained Hans.
"Then you have the rest which I
think is the most interesting at this
point, which is getting data from the
vessel and transferring that data to
shore with the purpose of analysing it.
That's the difficult part because it's not
easy, you don't have an infrastructure
between vessel to shore as you have
on the shore, that's a big problem."
Reiterating the InterManager experience of the KPI project George Hoyt
again stressed the importance of common standards, indicating that without
it Big Data would struggle to gain any
traction in shipping, as the KPI project
had done. K D Adamson suggested
that it was perhaps important to differentiate between a company's internal

data held in relational databases, and
industry standard data.
"For example if Rolls-Royce or Wärtsilä are monitoring engines and running
analytics to optimise performance, as
long as the manufacturer understands
what those metrics mean then that's
fine," she said. "It's not necessary for the
ship operator to define those standards,
it's just key that they have confidence in
the supplier, in the veracity of the data
coming back and the analytics and optimisation taking place on the back of it."
Speaking from the perspective of
ShipServ, its Business Development
Director Mark Warner disagreed with
the idea that all data had to be rigidly
defined in order to be useful, and went
further, suggesting that one element
of ShipServ's success in comparison
to other early competitors had been its
deliberately open approach to data classification.
"I agree with what Kate says, I question whether it really matters from the
point of view of the ship operator. I think
we succeeded 15 years ago where others didn't because we didn't categorise,
we didn't come up with definitions for
everything," said Mark.
Although ShipServ had a single
MTML standard and were one of the
original, parent companies to adopt
it, the company didn't force users on
its platform to exhaustively categorise
products. "We didn't do that, so we
made it easy for the end user to use the
system, and now, utilising algorithms
and ‘big data’ techniques we can pull
that data out and identify and correlate
it. So I don't necessarily agree that you
need to be very rigid in your classifications, I think it's far more about delivering what the end user wants."
Representing InterManager's members, responsible for 5,000 ships and in
excess of 250,000 seafarers, its Secretary General Captain Kuba Szymanski
was clear that end users were the real
issue in the whole discussion.
"My biggest problem when listening
to all this is we are missing the end user.
The end user is responsible for the reliability of this data, the end user is then
fed back the decisions and if the end
user doesn't trust this data then he's not
going to use it," said Kuba.
From his perspective the end user
at the moment is predominantly male
and 45 years and over, who has 'not
been born with an iPad in their hands',
and—perhaps more worryingly—simply

isn't a 'believer'. Citing naval architects
who believe they know how to do things
better, but don't last five minutes when
they're asked to actually sail on a commercial vessel and see their innovations
in action, Kuba clearly expressed the
depth of anger and resentment amongst
seafarers for solutions which go against
the prevailing wisdom and 'gut feel' shipping relies upon, but then don't deliver.
"You say Big Data is about the four
V's, well there's a big one that's been
left out and that's an 'R' for reliability.
The shipping industry is an extremely
reliable one and that's without any Big
Data. We are far more reliable than the
Big Data providers, and that's an interesting point."
Confronted with such a stark critique
of Big Data providers K D Adamson
sought to establish exactly who the ship
management industry saw as unreliable
Big Data providers. For Kuba the issue
appeared to be a wider one covering not
just the provision of Big Data solutions,
but any kind of technology solutions in
shipping.
Illustrating the point Kuba explained
that he had tried three times—unsuccessfully—to login to the WiFi provided
at the hotel where the roundtable was
taking place.
For him there was a direct parallel
between the kind of service provided
by technology suppliers in the shipping
industry and the unfulfilled promise of
the hotel WiFi. According to Kuba that is

in direct contrast to the reliability of the
shipping industry.
"Trying to login here it took me three
attempts, and this is not good enough,
it doesn't take you three attempts to get
goods delivered. MOL, Maersk vessels
arrive on time all the time, 99.9 per cent
of the time," Kuba claimed. "You don't
even realise it's happening because
that's how good shipping is, it just happens. And the contracts are designed
that way, so if we don't deliver, we pay.
Who around this table pays for not delivering the goods?"
Whilst Maersk does consistently
achieve comparatively higher reliability, according to Drewry's Carrier Performance Insight report the industry
doesn't appear to be delivering that
99.9 per cent figure overall, or yet getting close. The most recent reliability
figure across the industry is 73.3 per
cent, and that masks wide variations in
services, for example in 2014 the eastwest trades’ on-time average ratio was
only 59 per cent.
But leaving the statistics aside the
central accusation remains—that technology suppliers in the shipping and
maritime industry are not delivering reliable solutions that Masters and their
crews trust enough to use.
For many of those whom Kuba labelled the 'technologists' around the table, hearing this type of criticism of the
current solutions available came as a
surprise, together with the focus on defi-

"We made it easy for the end user to
use the system, and now, utilising algorithms and ‘Big Data’ techniques
we can pull that data out and identify
and correlate it. So I don't necessarily
agree that you need to be very rigid
in your classifications, I think it's far
more about delivering what the end
user wants."
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The bottom line, according
to InterManager, is that
technology suppliers and
ship operators simply
aren't talking the same
language.
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nitions and standards. As discussions
continued to drill down into the source
of the perceived unreliability of current
technology at sea some clear themes
emerged. For Kuba, representing the
ship management industry there is a
major communication problem, and it's
far more fundamental than a lack of
bandwidth or how expensive it might
be now or in the future. The bottom
line is that, according to InterManager,
technology suppliers and ship operators simply aren't talking the same language.
To demonstrate Kuba delivered
a few phrases to the room in Polish,
pointing out that in order to understand
each other a common language is essential.
"I just used another language, and
none of you understood me," said Kuba.
"We have to have a common language,
guys, that's why we need standards.
Your data has to speak to my data and
my data has to understand. Otherwise
all your solutions will be completely different and then the ship owners have to
make all the decisions about which system they go with—do I go with SpecTec
or ShipServ?—and we don't want this."
But Hans Ottosen voiced the feeling
of all the solution providers around the
table, pointing out that standards were
already in place. "You have standards. It's not unique. Today you have
data standards for example for the way
GPS data is transferred," Hans assured
Kuba. "It's called NMEA, it's a maritime
standard for serial communication and
it's just one example. Not all of the data
is standardised, but a lot of it is."
Hans went on to describe how there
are plenty of companies who are adept
at analysing data, dividing that analysis
and application into three subcategories.
Firstly, maintenance where things
can be done smarter by utilising the
data, optimising maintenance and possibly including remote maintenance.
Secondly safety, inspired by the airline
industry and adopted very much by the
cruise industry post-Costa Concordia.
Many cruise vessels today capture
data and stream it to a control centre
where any deviation from a pre-set parameter that's picked up would trigger
an alert both in the control room and on
the vessel. Thirdly, and which Hans believes is most relevant for big-Big Data,
is optimising the vessel. "And in order
to optimise the vessel you need a lot

of data over a very long period of time.
There is a problem acquiring that data
cost efficiently, because it's so much
data and to get it onshore to use it is just
too expensive normally. That's why part
of that job needs to be done onboard the
vessel, picking up the data, pre-qualifying it, to make sure you have the right
data and then transferring it and storing
it onshore in order to be analysed."
Picking up on Kuba's analogy of
ships reliably delivering commodities,
K D Adamson suggested that the way
ship operators approach data should
be similar."You're talking about Maersk
and commodities arriving on ships and
expecting them to be there on time, well
actually data is becoming a commodity,"
she suggested to Kuba. "Your people
need data in the same way they need
chairs and water and lavatory paper and
all the other things, so maybe what we
need to be encouraging ship operators
and managers to do is consider data as
a commodity that they need a supply
chain in their organisation to deliver."
Sticking to the analogy, Kuba compared data solutions at the moment to
nasty office furniture. "This furniture is
uncomfortable and ugly at the moment,"
he said to much laughter around the table. "So why do you want me to sit on it?
No, come back when it is comfortable
and beautiful."
But that brought up the central question—what do ship operators consider
to be comfortable and beautiful Big Data
solutions, and how are we supposed to
create comfortable and beautiful Big
Data solutions for stakeholders who—
by Kuba's own admission—are used to
standing up anyway so aren't really in
the market for furniture at all?
"I have spoken to a lot of ship owners
about what they need and most of them
don't know what they need," confirmed
Hans Ottosen, "and the reason for that
is they don't really know what is available, and I think that's because there isn't
really a total solution out there."
How suppliers create the solutions
Kuba's members want has a straightforward answer according to InterManager. "Talk to us," exhorts Kuba, "because
this is where we are completely different. You say there is a standard, and
things will speak to each other, but they
don't. Maybe there was a standard but
unfortunately the technology moved on,
technology is arrogant and it moves on
without thinking of the consequences,
so suddenly it's not working and I can-

not read the wind speed, for example."
For George Hoyt what's crucial is the
ability to demonstrate a return on investment to ship operators. " I believe that is
what the shipping companies are waiting for and the ROI is difficult for them to
objectively quantify," said George.
That type of discussion put many in
mind of the issues surrounding connectivity prompted by the advent of TMDA
VSAT in the past five or six years. "It's
very similar in many respects," said K
D Adamson. "When we were evaluating
the return on investment of connectivity
part of the problem you come up against
is that it's the IT department that's expected to justify the business case, and
I guess that's what we're getting to here.
Is the same thing in danger of happening with Big Data? Are we at risk of having Big Data siloed with the engineering
department, who actually cannot make
that cross-business case for value, so
what happens is that Big Data ends up
as an IT or an engineering cost, without
the value of it being understood and leveraged across the business."
COO for Inmarsat Maritime Trond
Leira agreed. "Yes, I think that is a very
good point because it is very difficult to
get good business models just around
engineering data," he confirmed. "I
know companies have tried for a long
time to make some monetary value out
of it, there is value for product development and there is value for operations
but you need to combine it and look for
correlation with other data."
Taking up the comparison between
Big Data and the InterManager KPI
project Trond identified where the two
diverged. "It is slightly different I would
say with Big Data because more is actually better. With KPIs you design them,
while in Big Data you create huge datasets that you might need in the future
in order to look for correlations that
provide answers to questions that you
haven't asked yet, that you didn't know
you needed."
It's a point which gave some clarity
to the question, 'is there such a thing as
too much data?', and again exposed the
gap between those Big Data practitioners seeking as much data as possible
to answer questions and create value,
and those ship operators for whom the
volume of data constitutes an unnecessary and undesirable additional burden.
Characterised by Kuba as the 'human element' of Big Data, he sought to
contextualise the reality of Big Data in

"Are we at risk of
having Big Data siloed
with the engineering
department who
cannot make that
cross-business case
for value? So Big Data
ends up as an IT or an
engineering cost
without the value of
it being understood
and leveraged across
the business?"

shipping at the present time. "We are
hearing that there is data coming from
the vessels to shore, but who is actually reading and monitoring VDR's?" he
challenged. "We've got this data, but
there is not a single person knowledgeable enough in the ship owning office to
read it. When I was at MOL we had our
own data centre, but if you've got 1,100
ships sending data who is going to analyse it?"
In answer several participants pointed to the efforts by Maersk and others
to use that type of data to optimise the
efficiency of vessels, but the question
highlighted a deeper and perhaps more
significant disconnect between the attitudes of InterManager members as opposed to the technology and connectivity companies trying to support them.
"What I am trying to get across is
that there has to be an appetite for this,
and that appetite has not been created,"
argued Kuba. "I think what is happening
is that you technologists, and I'm looking at these guys here, you're telling me
'you're not using it, use it,' and I'm thinking actually you know what, I don't need
this data."
But perhaps that attitude speaks to a
wider issue with technology deployment
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and utilisation in the maritime industry. Is it the role of technology suppliers to create an appetite for Big Data
in the shipping industry, or is the really
important step forward that ship operators come to the realisation themselves
that it is to their advantage to adopt Big
Data technologies?
According to ABS CEO Christopher J Wiernicki, "The new generation
of technical leadership will be based
on techno-economic thinking. It will
be about how we take the collective
technical information to make the right
overall business decision. Technical innovation must be on par with commercial acumen, and decisions need to be
based equally on both commercial and
technical risks."
Asking whether the participants
around the table agreed with that prem-

ise, K D Adamson suggested that the
prevailing attitude of InterManager
members indicated they were expecting technology suppliers to not only
build solutions for them, but create
their strategy. "I think you could argue
that operators need to decide why they
need Big Data, because you can't expect a supplier to create your strategy
for you. A tech supplier can facilitate
that, they can give you the technology
to exploit an advantage, but they can't
actually identify what that advantage is
for every individual ship operator."
InterManager's George Hoyt could
not have disagreed more strongly with
that approach however. "I think, with respect, that your whole premise is off,"
he told K D Adamson. "If you think that
you create something and the shipping
industry will knock on your door to get

Is it the role of technology suppliers
to create an appetite for Big Data
in the shipping industry? Or is the
really important step forward that
ship operators realise themselves
it's to their advantage?
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it you're living in a different world," he
said. "You, as the supplier, have to create the value. When I created NEWSlink they said we don't need newspapers on board the ships, it took me 10
years to get it in. If you want an adoption of something you have to create a
value proposition for the people you're
selling it to in the shipping industry."
It was an interesting question to
pose to the group—in whose interests
is Big Data? Answering with a question of his own, "Who's going to make
money on doing this?" George pointed
to those selling Big Data solutions as
the real beneficiaries. That contrasted
sharply with the narrative coming from
technology and connectivity suppliers
about Big Data helping operators to
cut costs and create value. Perhaps
of all the exchanges, those around the
cost and value of technology solutions
served to expose the greatest gap between ship operators and the suppliers
in the room.
For Kuba, representing the InterManager membership, the feelings
being expressed by operators should
serve as a wake-up call for suppliers.
Despite the promises made around
adoption of technology revolutionising
operations and profitability, ship operators are simply not seeing that in practice. "It's time for a reality check, there
is not a single company that I can point
to and say, these people are using for
example Six Sigma, and they are miles
ahead of everybody else," he said.
"That shows that although they embrace technology they are not gaining
as much ground on those who are not,
and I hope that rings alarm bells for you
guys who are saying technology will get
you there, because it doesn't yet, and
maybe we need to wait another 5 or 6
years when the new leaders come forward and they embrace digitisation and
they will prove this is the way forward,
but at the moment that's not happening." That view underlines the profound
differences that exist between shipping
and its suppliers, and highlights what
some around the table see as the potential for catastrophe.
Pointing to suggestions by some
analysts that it takes 3 to 5 years to
operationalise datasets, K D Adamson
outlined the danger for ship operators
of thinking they can leave digitisation
in the inbox for their successors. To do
so would leave them vulnerable both to
competitors and new market entrants.

But the attitudes of operators to
technology don't exist in a vacuum, they
have been formed as a result of decades of experience. With so much technology adoption in the industry driven
purely by compliance, have manufacturers and suppliers perhaps concentrated
too much on creating products to please
regulators rather than those that identify
and solve the problems of operators?
For Tony Field of Lloyd's Register—
and a master mariner himself—there is
a sense that ship operators have been
over-sold technology. "The technology
and the equipment manufacturers are
excellent and they've got some fantastic salesmen, and the result is that there
is so much expensive kit onboard that
ship that does all sorts of things, but is
it really needed?" he asked. "Very much
like your computer now, there are a
huge amount of vessels that have got
equipment on that looks wonderful but
is either never used or only 25 per cent
of it is used."
Kuba Szymanski illustrated how the
paradigm had changed, "200 years ago
it would be a ship owner who would sit
around and say how do I get my passengers from Liverpool to New York
two days earlier than the competition?
I haven't got a clue, so I'll call together
my engineers and people, collect them
together and ask them to give me a solution," he said. "Now that paradigm has
changed, it's now you guys, the technologists, coming to us and saying, 'you
know what, I've got a solution for you ,
you can arrive two days earlier,' and we
don't trust you."
It was one of many comments that
underscored the adversarial attitude

that persists between operators and
suppliers and which was in evidence
during the early stages of the roundtable. Seeking to address that head-on,
the group explored whether the experiences of the industry around connectivity adoption, and specifically new VSAT
systems, was informing the attitudes
held now about connectivity, IT and Big
Data.
VSAT was viewed by many operators as being a panacea that solved their
problems, and felt it was sold to them as
such, whilst many suppliers saw it as a
great market opportunity to sell more kit,
but failed to recognise how unprepared
many operators were to identify their
requirements and therefore maximise
their investment. Is the industry allowing
itself to fall into that easy mindset once
again—that Big Data is just another
product that suppliers are trying to push
onto operators?
Inmarsat's senior market delivery
director for maritime Rob Myers agreed
entirely but pointed out that it was a
problem not confined to the maritime
market. "There is a precedent here, and
to an extent we're all victims of the way
that the IT industry and technology evolution works. For example when virtualisation of servers became a hot topic,
the IT industry gathered momentum
and attached a big label to it, and the
effect was that leaders sitting around
the boardroom started to ask, 'what
do we do about cloud computing? We
need a strategy for that', and so technology businesses see an opportunity
to sell cloud computing offerings," explained Rob. Reiterating the ABS CEO
Wiernicki's comments around techno-

economic leadership Rob identified that
kind of thinking as the key to avoiding
the same situation with Big Data and
other technologies.
"I think he's right when he says that in
the future what he's calling techno-economic thinking will mean that instead of
CEOs starting to fret and deciding they
need a strategy and suppliers rushing in
to build products around these trends,
there will be leadership that is able to
really cut through the hype of a technology revolution, whether it's cloud, virtualisation or Big Data, really understand
the end-user benefits and requirements
from a business perspective and collaborate with suppliers to start building
value propositions."
There seems no doubt that the kind
of collaborative approach Rob outlined
has to be the way forward, but in order
to get there the failure of the industry to
define the cost versus the value of technologies has to be tackled.
Pointing to the high cost of data
roaming on his smartphone Kuba Szymanski raised the familiar contention
that the costs of connectivity to vessels continue to block ship operators
from adopting new Big Data initiatives,
amongst others. But Roger Adamson
sought to contextualise that. "Okay, it's
going to cost you £7.99 per megabyte,
but is that going to stop you using your
smartphone?" he challenged Kuba.
"What is the value to you today of
having access to that email, etc. on your
smartphone? It's the same with satellite
connectivity, the research shows that
ship managers spend less than 1 per
cent of their budget on connectivity, so
it's a tiny proportion, but for you it's still

"There is a precedent here, and to an extent we're all
victims of the way that the IT industry and technology
evolution works. In the future techno-economic thinking will mean that there will be leadership really able
to cut through the hype of a technology revolution, understand the end-user benefits and requirements from
a business perspective and collaborate with suppliers
to start building value propositions."
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"The technology and the
equipment manufacturers
are excellent and they've
got some fantastic salesmen, and the result is that
there's so much expensive
kit onboard that ship that
does all sorts of things, but
is it really needed?"
seen as cost, what you haven't been
convinced of yet is that it's also delivering value."
The failure of operators to be convinced by the arguments around the
value of connectivity is clearly still a
major problem, but in an important intervention Danelec's Hans Ottosen
gave an example which addressed a
far more fundamental element—the
amount of data an operator actually
needs to transfer to shore to begin a
Big Data initiative.
"How long do you need to collect
data before you can begin to optimise
the vessel? Typically between 2 and 3
months, but in terms of volume, VDR
records can be up to 16 gigabytes per
day. It's not realistic for any vessels or
ship operators to transfer that volume
of data," acknowledged Hans. "But if
you qualify that data onboard—which is
possible—you pick the data you want,
typically for example you would take the
average of every five minutes because
you don't need the GPS position every
second, then you are down to 1 megabyte per day. 1 megabyte per day is
nothing." Understanding how Danelec's
next generation VDRs on board vessels today were enabling just that kind
of Big Data initiative at the cost of $1
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per day put a new complexion on the
idea that Big Data was going to be too
expensive for any ship operators to implement until satellite connectivity costs
fell, and brought the debate about value
into focus.
As one of the founders and CEO of
Xeneta, the crowdsourced freight rate
benchmarking platform that has seen
explosive growth over the past three
years, Patrik Olstad Berglund zeroed in
on the misapprehension that Big Data
is somehow a product which suppliers
are trying to sell into operators. "There
seems to be a lot of biased opinions
here about Big Data and analytics, but
for me it's about answering questions,
finding support for answering questions
and I think we do that in everything,"
explained Patrik.
"For example even when I'm considering new office space I look at the
budgets and projections, for every decision we make we try to find external
sources to answer our questions. But
there's no point in me using a lot of Big
Data to come up with the kind of simple answers you can get from making
a phone call to the ship. You have to
identify where the value proposition for
Big Data is within your organisation."
Patrik went onto explain where the
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Xeneta platform added value to its users, allowing them not just to benchmark internally but to connect all the
dots to allow them to really say something about performance and identify
why there are differences.
But for George Hoyt the idea that
any supplier would even get a hearing
from a ship operator about a Big Data
product was ridiculous. "Please understand, with all due respect to the people
in this room you probably won't get in
to speak to a decision maker," he advised Patrik. "I spent 30 years doing it,
I promise you."
Patrik's suggestion that there is no
difference between a supplier selling a
Big Data solution and one selling equipment or vessels was met with incredulity by InterManager. "What? Nothing
different? You're talking to me about
Big Data and I'm a shipping company
with older ships, with all due respect, I
can't even hear you," warned George.
If ship operators are making it a
policy not to engage with technology
suppliers talking about Big Data then
it's hard to see how even those with the
kind of value propositions advocated by
InterManager at the roundtable are going to make any headway.
In an industry where plenty of op-

erators are failing to make money it
would appear to be an astonishingly
short-sighted attitude. But it wasn't one
on display everywhere at Nor-Shipping.
Speaking about the need to address issues around the cost of fuel and new
sulphur regulations senior operators on
a variety of platforms at events claimed
to be searching for solutions that could
help them, and anyone with new ideas
would get a hearing.
Picking up on that attitude Patrik
Berglund described the way suppliers
needed to approach operators. "I would
never go to say, Maersk as an example,
and say listen we're all about Big Data.
I would go to them with an example of
the kind of questions we can answer for
them, the value proposition, and then I
would cross my fingers that they would
be curious about it and we could go
from there," he explained. "I know for
a fact that a good proportion of these
companies are working with McKinsey,
Boston Consulting Group and others
who are trying to help these shipping
lines answer difficult questions. If we
could find those answers by leveraging
data then we have a real value proposi-

tion, and that could be anything, so our
job as 'suppliers' as you call us, is to find
out what we can offer the market that's
a good fit, that gives answers that are
better than what they can get today from
consultancy firms or their internal data."
It's something that Mark Warner of
ShipServ echoed, "For 15 years we've
been working very closely with the end
users—so for us it's the purchasers—
and saying let's address your needs,
what do you actually need our data to
do. With the spend analytics we're working with the ship management companies so for example I was in Singapore
with a client last week coming up with an
MVP, a minimum viable product, asking
does this work for you? And then going
across the ship managers and making it
as standard as possible."
But perhaps lending the most weight
to George Hoyt's assertion that ship
operators are simply not interested in
engaging with the new IT landscape
and the Big Data that's part of it, was
the absence of any of InterManager's
ship manager members at the roundtable. Pointing to the experience of the
InterManager KPI project George told

the group that despite the tool being
completely free not all of InterManager's
own members would put their data in.
And despite 43 of those who actually
manage ships being invited to take part
in the Oslo Big Data roundtable, not one
had attended.
"None of our owners are going to
take something like Big Data and say,
we'll start doing that right now because
it will probably help us in the future,"
George told the participants, and his
view was supported by Kuba. "43 were
invited today and how many of them are
around this table?" he asked. "So, sorry
guys, this is reality knocking on the door
and saying you're way ahead of us, we
are not there yet."
But why isn't the industry ready to
engage with transformative digital technology solutions? Again the intelligence
from the InterManager representatives
is very valuable in understanding the
underlying reasons. "This is a compliance culture, and they don't get any
benefits from exceeding the minimums,"
explains George Hoyt. Kuba Szymanski identifies a different cultural issue
though. "If I asked you to give me five

"None of our owners are going to
take something like Big Data and
say, we'll start doing that right
now because it will probably help
us in the future. With all respect
to the people in this room, you
probably won't get in to speak to
a decision maker"
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"If I asked you to give me five examples
of a shipping industry, ship management
company where someone has not been
promoted from within the industry you will
struggle. We don't have the example of a
British Airways CEO who is now leading
MOL or Maersk because we only train and
promote from within. We are so siloed, we
expect to hear that someone has 20 or 35
years in shipping, and we value that, and if
you can't demonstrate that then we aren't
interested in talking to you at all. It would be
nice to have someone who came from the
outside and got into senior management."
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examples of a shipping industry, ship
management company where someone has not been promoted from within
the industry you will struggle," Kuba
said. "We don't have the example of a
British Airways CEO who is now leading MOL or Maersk because we only
train and promote from within. We are
so siloed, we expect to hear that someone has 20 or 35 years in shipping, and
we value that, and if you can't demonstrate that then we aren't interested in
talking to you at all. It would be nice to
have someone who came from the outside and got into senior management."
Agreeing with the premise, Tony
Field cited the example of one CEO in
shipping with a telecoms background,
"He's looking at Big Data, but he told
us that when he wants to know something about the shipping industry most
of his decisions are made on the basis
of people in the company who've been
there for 20 years."
Ironically enough it's a cultural problem to which Big Data itself is trying to
deliver answers. The rise of evidencebased decision making informed by
Big Data insights is already challenging many of the assumptions and received wisdom around vertical markets
and wider management processes. For
Kuba Szymanski a lot of the problem
lies in change management, adapting
to the new techno-economic model.
But in the experience of ShipServ's
Mark Warner, there are signs that the
generational shift in ship owners and
operators—particularly some of the
family-run concerns—are already delivering different thinking.
However, it isn't just minds which
perhaps need to change. Investment in
digital infrastructure and initiatives may
be being hindered by the structure of
the industry itself. With lending rigidly
asset based where is the incentive to
invest in a digital solution which may
well deliver value, but won't make your
ship worth any more than when you
started.
It's an issue already identified by
ship managers seeking to encourage
owners to invest in better connectivity,
and in a wider sense it's also hampered
the development of digital products and
apps designed to be used by ships.
It's something that Inmarsat has
been thinking about and the solutions
it's developing could fundamentally
change the landscape. "We do tend to
gravitate back towards ship owners and

"If Google comes across this industry and
likes it then understand that's going to be
a shake up for all of us."
ship operators as the ones who make
the investment, but who is to say that
the ones who make the investment regarding communications and connectivity can't be an equipment manufacturer like Rolls-Royce?" asks Inmarsat's
Trond Leira.
"Why can't they buy airtime or pay
part of the airtime of the equipment that
is already there and have access on demand, video on demand and all those
sort of things. I think that's more of a
technology challenge which currently
limits us in a way of thinking about who
is paying and picking up the bill eventually. Because if you open that door then
you have a whole new set of stakeholders to relate to. So then we avoid this
question of how to convince a conservative ship owner or ship operator or management firm that this is the right thing
to do technology wise. Then you have a
network."
It's an approach that George Hoyt
can absolutely see working, using the
InmarsatService Enablement Platform
available through its Fleet Xpress service to drive collaboration between suppliers, packaging different services from
monitoring to telemedicine on one simple platform operators can understand.
"We don't have the time, we don't want
to make the time as ship owners, operators and ship managers to go through
and start packaging all of you together,"
said George.
The idea of an integrated platform
for applications clearly has merit as far
as InterManager is concerned, but as
discussion turned to why a company like
Apple penetrates maritime and achieves
dominance with its smartphones when
other established maritime suppliers
struggle for market share, the question
of whether maritime is a big enough
market to be of interest to big companies arose. Here opinions diverged.
Whilst George pointed to the relatively
small number of commercial vessels,
Warwick Norman, CEO of RightShip argued that the industry's fragmentation is

a far more pertinent issue. "I think we're
a fragmented market, so actually we're
big enough if you can take the whole
market," said Warwick. "When you talk
about Apple for example you have to
look at what these companies are willing to invest. The Swiss high end watch
business is worth $23 billion, and Apple
have $10 billion in their budget this year
for the iWatch."
And he had a warning too for those
who assume competitors of that size
won't trouble shipping. "Some guys
came back the other day from an AIS
conference and the biggest shock was
that there was a guy from Google there
with a Google Maritime card," Warwick
relayed. "If Google comes across this industry and likes it then understand that's
going to be a shake up for all of us."
On a wider basis Warwick went onto
identify the impact that information gathering, machine learning and transparency is likely to have on the maritime and
shipping industry. Picking up that theme
K D Adamson suggested that going forward it may be that ships are not the
only valuable assets, but as the industry becomes information-enabled the
data we own could become exceptionally valuable, and could form the basis
of new revenue streams and business
models.
ISSA Secretary Spencer Eades
joked that he was representing the 'luddite wing' of the industry, but his observations about where Big Data could be
leveraged for his 1700+ members who
cope with around 65 per cent of a £35
billion per year industry were highly progressive.
"Our members are big players and
what we find is that it's personal, eye
to eye contact and long term contracts
that are important," said Spencer. "But
if you could harness Big Data to provide a central database of information
about individual relationships in different ports with different conditions, different requirements for different ships, that
would be enormously valuable."

Agreeing there was a real opportunity for Big Data in ship supply Spencer
cautioned the room on the likely stumbling block though, "The only problem is
the reluctance of our people to feed into
such a database."
Privacy and ownership of data is undoubtedly one of the major issues the
industry has to tackle if it's to really extract value from new digital operations.
Already individuals and companies
expect to be supplied solutions free of
charge, or very cheaply on the basis
that the supplier can then monetise the
data that goes across its platform. But
the sensitivity around data is extremely
high in maritime.
"It was a big challenge getting the
data in the KPI project," agreed George
Hoyt. "It came up at every single presentation we made and we made dozens of
them around the world. Someone usually expressed concerned about who was
going to be able to see their data. We
did our best to explain all of the checks
and balances in the KPI system."
But the value of data to maritime
businesses isn't in doubt. Nigel Cleave
described how Videotel is using its
data, covering over 100 million training hours to date and over 10 million
training events, to get into real risk assessment. "We can drill down by rank,
nationality, topic, vessel class even the
manning agent where the weaknesses
are, and we are starting to give feedback now to the owners to advise them
where we see gaps and holes, and of
course we use the data to enhance our
training programmes accordingly," he
explained.
Agreeing with Trond's view that
there's no such thing as too much data,
Nigel told the group that as far as Videotel and the wider KVH group was concerned the more information it could
gather, the better. "We had an exit poll
in the UK General Election that was
20,000 records and they knew exactly
what the result would be. Here we're
looking at 10 million training events, so
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"The more conservative side of the industry has
a view that anybody holding any information on
their ships is infringing their data, but the laws are
changing, regulation can't keep up with it, and
we're only going to see more of that in our space."

you really are getting accurate insight
and it's already proving that we have a
real problem with engineers on board.
We are seeing a trend emerge that
there is a weakness there, and that's
where Big Data is coming into its own.
We as a commercial enterprise are
helping the owner, they find the feedback valuable and eventually it's of
benefit to the wider industry, so it's a
win-win for all."
The trend is for greater connectivity
and transparency in shipping, and the
wider world and Warwick Norman, already engaged in the fascinating area
of predictive analytics, is clear that
those trends, together with larger data
flows, are going to transform the way
shipping operates.
"Everyone's talked about their
phones today, well the telecom you're
currently connected to is pulling out all
sorts of information and tracking where
you've been, what you've done, all your
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purchases, so that kind of answers the
question about who owns your personal data," Warwick pointed out. "In the
maritime industry, the more conservative side of it, has a view that anybody
holding any information on their ships
is infringing their data but the laws are
changing, regulation can't keep up with
it and we're only going to see more of
that in our space," Warwick warned.
Looking back to when the first AIS
platforms arrived Warwick reminded
the group about the howls of protest
which greeted the idea of that sort of information about ships being available,
and the threats made to take ships out
of service.
Of course the industry has adjusted,
but not necessarily embraced that kind
of transparency. The current debate
at MEPC at IMO about data collection
around emissions has seen operators
taking a position where they refuse to
provide data on how much cargo is
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being carried. But as Warwick pointed
out, "There are already guys across the
border here who are pulling that information out of AIS data and commodity
flow data. The next iteration of that will
be to take that commodity flow and map
it across another data set and ask the
question, how many ships do we actually need? Whereas right now we've
got an oversupply of tonnage that's going to make the industry miserable for
the next couple of years, all done on gut
feel with no basis in real data."
That vision of how Big Data could
begin to address some of the core
structural problems of the cyclical industry engaged everyone around the
table, as the discussion began to identify how close a company like Maersk—
cited so often—was to being able to
leverage data in that way. With the size
of its fleet and the volume of data it collects the company can see its' business
in minute detail. That can enable it to

RightShip matched Officer Matrix and performance data
and was able to say that for every year of experience of a
Master in excess of 2 years, the ship would typically save
20 minutes turnaround time. "In terms of the selection
process for a charterer bringing ships into that port, that
insight is really interesting. If I can save 20 minutes and
have a ship that loads at 12,000 tonne per hour, and I'm
doing 1500 ship movements per year I can save 20 minutes, by 1500 by 12,000 tonne per hour. That's improving
my capacity out of that port without any extra capital. All
I do is select better vessels."
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"If you had that information and you
were subpoenaed after an accident like
Costa Concordia, you may be asked
how you had data for 18 months showing that crew had very low amounts of
sleep per day and did nothing about it.
It's possible then that some may claim
you could be liable for the damages."
understand what ships its going to need
and exactly how it optimises the speed
of vessels to cut fuel costs to a minimum. But as K D Adamson explained,
predictive analytics isn't just about data
around what a ship is doing in real time,
it's the opportunity to take completely
different datasets and combine them
to search for insight. Agreeing with that
view, Warwick Norman went on to give
concrete examples of that kind of approach in maritime.
"The tools are such that you can
mash up all sorts of different data, so
Nigel's talked about the data he has,
and I've got port state control, and casualty and performance data, so I can
mash that up and start getting trends
out of it," he explained. "We've done
some interesting work mapping insurance claims, and also looking at officer
matrix."
The officer matrix is a criteria used
on bulk carriers and tankers which relates to the experience factor of the
ship's crew, particularly the four senior
officers and it's used widely.
"We matched it up against performance data out of one of the large terminals in Australia and we were able to
say that for every year of experience of
a Master in excess of 2 years, the ship
would typically save 20 minutes turnaround time," Warwick told the group.
"That plateaued out after 9-10
years, when you don't see any further
improvement. But in terms of the selection process for a charterer bringing
ships into that port, that insight is really
interesting. If I can save 20 minutes
and have a ship that loads at 12,000
tonne per hour, and I'm doing 1500
ship movements per year I can save 20
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minutes, by 1500 by 12,000 tonne per
hour. That's improving my capacity out
of that port without any extra capital. All
I do is select better vessels."
For Spencer Eades that kind of real-world example of Big Data in action
in the maritime industry was the highpoint of the day.
"To me that is the nugget, the golden nugget of the day because we find
such a lack of attention to the welfare
of the most valuable assets, which are
not the ships but the people who operate them," Spencer said. "When you
consider that the average ship owner is
paying the catering companies among
our members perhaps 8 or 10 dollars
per man per day on board and expecting them to provide really good food for
that, it's fundamentally wrong, and if
you could home in on the sort of example that Warwick just gave I think that's
where you're really going to score as a
data industry."
Nigel Cleave agreed wholeheartedly that the evidence, fact based approach could open up totally new possibilities—from efficiency to welfare—but
as Warwick reminded the group, the
challenge will be the willingness of people to accept that sort of information
and then make decisions on it.
From his perspective Tony Field
of Lloyd's Register saw a divergence
between the types of decisions that
would easily shift to becoming evidence
based and those that wouldn't.
"I think that the example of the load
rate is one where you will get people
to make the decisions because you're
supplying great data to the port," Tony
said. "But the bit about whether people buy or build new ships is different.
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They've already got a huge amount of
the data and to be quite honest some
of them just don't take any notice. However, if you could give them predictions
based on the data, and say to the CEO
that buying this vessel now will give
you X projected income for the next 20
years, but if you delay that decision for
1 year then it will be either a better or
worse scenario, that may well have an
impact."
It's exactly the type of questions
that Xeneta's Patrik Berglund thinks
we should be asking and Big Data has
the capacity to answer, particularly as
many operators don't really intimately
understand how and where they're
making money. As Warwick pointed
out, to much laughter, a lot of shipowners will tell you the only time they make
any money is when they sell the ship,
but the opportunity Big Data offers to
change that was something both Nigel
Cleave and Tony Field certainly recognised.
"I believe owners do have a good
general idea where they're making
money but they can't always pinpoint
it," said Nigel."They cannot pinpoint
where they can fine tune on opex."
Tony agreed. "Although it does mean
making money in the end, a lot of the
time they don't know where they're losing, you need to find out where you're
spending unnecessarily, where you
have unnecessary cost."
But the idea of data transparency
driving improvements in business optimisation and crew welfare sounded
alarm bells for InterManager's George
Hoyt. Following a discussion around
how sensors on vessels could provide
data about crew rest and sleep hours
he pointed out a major red flag from a
ship operator's perspective.
"It's also liability though," he warned.
"If you had that information and you
were subpoenaed after an accident like
Costa Concordia, you may be asked
how you had data for 18 months showing that crew had very low amounts
sleep per day and did nothing about it.
It's possible then that some may claim
you could be liable for the damages."
Inmarsat's Trond Leira took a very
different view of that kind of scenario
though. "Isn't it actually an opportunity
to avoid a Concordia by resting people
because you understand what's really
happening?" he suggested. "Rather
than being something that is a worry
about liability?" On the same note K
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"What we in Inmarsat recognise is that in addition to having great networks
we need to give our partners and the ecosystem around us the ability to create these services as close as possible to the vessel. That's where the Service
Enablement Platform comes in. To use the Apple analogy it creates a new
single offer - an app store onboard the vessel."
D Adamson asked whether that was a
clear example of transparency influencing the industry to act on its shortcomings and reinforcing positive behaviour, and if so, should connectivity be
something regulators like IMO consider
funding? Should the focus now be on
enabling not just the big players, but the
smaller operators to tap into the opportunities Big Data offers.
"I think you can see the business opportunity here," Warwick Norman said.
"You have the big systems that the likes
of Maersk and others have, but surely
you could say okay then, I'll offer a
SaaS solution that gives you a big system solution for the 5 ship guys."
For Tony Field, taking into account
the discussions that had taken place at
the table, he saw an even more radical
possibility. "We say there are only a few
thousand ships but as Kate said there
are hundreds of people who also want
to tap into this data," said Tony. "Hans
pointed out you don't have to send all
the data, but if you could sell a system
to the ship operator which you could

allow whoever wants the data to tap
into—if that's Rolls-Royce or Wärtsilä
or whoever—and they could pay for that
and pay a small amount to the shipowner perhaps, or the ship owner might get
a discount."
It's exactly that kind of new business
model that Inmarsat envisages being
underpinned by its Service Enablement
Platform available on the new Fleet
Xpress service. The ability for other
stakeholders to bear the cost of connectivity, whether that's bought with data or
otherwise, is the pathway towards the
new business models Tony Field is describing.
But the connectivity issue could already be fading into the background. As
the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
gears up in shipping and elsewhere,
accompanying the trend is the development of Fog or Edge computing, bringing computing and analytics closer to
the edge of the network.
In future rather than sending data
from systems across the satellite link to
shore to be analysed and then sending

information about corrective action back
to the ship, Fog computing will allow the
process to take place on board.
"This is obviously something we
have been looking at for a while and
what we in Inmarsat recognise is that
in addition to having great networks we
need to give our partners and the ecosystem around us the ability to create
these services as close as possible to
the vessel," says Trond Leira.
"And that's where Inmarsat’s Service Enablement Platform comes in. To
use the Apple analogy it creates a new
single offer, you create an app store on
board the vessel where third parties can
aim their content at end users, or at their
own equipment if they have it onboard.
But what is absolutely critical to facilitate
the benefits of this new ecosystem is an
industrial grade, highly reliable, proven
connection."
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Key
Takeaways
"I think we have as an industry
an obligation to find and suggest and provide solutions for
the smaller ones. If we do that
then it's up to them whether
they want to take advantage,
but those that don't will simply
fall behind. They will lose out
before they even find out, and I
am 100% sure about that."
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eading most of the marketing materials from connectivity suppliers you'd be
forgiven for assuming the kind of reliability Trond Leira considers essential
is already standard, and in light of the
discussions it's an important point.
What InterManager describes as
the distrust between at least some ship
operators and technology and connectivity suppliers isn't helped by what
are often overblown PR messages and
sales pitches. Despite decades of conferences offering platforms for technology and communications suppliers to
present and showcase solutions, that
distrust seems to persist, and as the
group was asked what each would individually take away from the roundtable
it was Mark Warner of ShipServ who
acknowledged it.
"I think it's quite interesting, there is
a kind of divide, I don't know if everybody's noticed—" said Mark, prompting
hearty laughter from everyone. "But I
think what is really critical is addressing the customer need and working with
that end user, whether it's a Xeneta,
whether it's a RightShip, whether it's
a ShipServ it's about what they need,
what data do we have available to address that need and the techniques, the
Big Data techniques we can use to help
them."
Addressing the culture and adoption
of technology Mark pointed to the generational changes that he himself had
witnessed within ShipServ's customers
as well, "There needs to be a better understanding in shipping companies and
I think what I've seen, the new generation coming in and understanding how
this new digital world works and willing to be more flexible when it comes
to data, but also still learning from their
fathers or mentors or whatever, I think
that's vitally, vitally important."
For Mark there was also one final
takeaway, "Then the last thing is the
Service Enablement Platform, we're
looking forward to working with companies like Inmarsat who are providing a
real door onto the ship and providing us
with data but also the opportunity to tap
in at source and to tap into people who
have real expertise."
From his perspective Nigel Cleave
left in no doubt that Big Data was going to be transformative. "Big Data is
the next revolution, it isn't all about fuel
savings though, we need to dig down
into it for business process optimisa-

tion," he said. "KVH has a Crewtoo happiness survey which covers 120,000
seafarers, and asks how happy they
are. Now there's a correlation between
accidents and crew morale, just as an
example, just one piece of data. It's
coming and like sheep I think they will
all start flocking to it and as you say
it's going to take off exponentially. The
technology is coming, it's the education
that's needed."
Having claimed to represent the
luddite wing of the industry, Spencer
Eades hadn't really lived up to those
credentials, and for him there were several takeaways,
"I'd like to pick up on what Kuba
said, absolutely agree with him as to the
conservatism of the industry we've seen
this in our sector, and the other thing is
that the connectivity has got to improve,"
said Spencer."It's absolutely vital, you
can have the best data in the world but
if it's not going to come down the pipe
at a reasonable cost then you're really
not delivering the goods. And of course

I will also take away Warwick's 'golden
nugget' about the Big Data and the load
rate, and also the fact that Google has a
maritime department. That's fascinating
and I'm going to follow that up."
Hans Ottosen believed that the connectivity was already there for Big Data,
"I think the connectivity can be improved
for other purposes but for the specific
use of Big Data I think it's already there.
I think it's been a very interesting roundtable and my biggest takeaway is the
very, very large need for education of
ship operators.
"I think the danger here is that you
already have some companies particularly the bigger ones, which are working very hard on reducing cost, and they
gain that competitive advantage, and I
think we have as an industry an obligation to find and suggest and provide solutions for the smaller ones. If we do that
then it's up to them whether they want
to take advantage, but those that don't
will simply fall behind. They will lose
out before they even find out, and I am

100 per cent sure about that." For Kuba
Szymanski there were a couple of main
takeaways.
"Firstly I am going to be quite blunt
and controversial about our industry, I
think we are very conservative, ship
management is very conservative, we
don't see this necessarily on the horizon—Big Data, as a big enabler and immediate winner—and we need to change
that," he said. "If you could help us, your
role is to educate. Futurenautics, your
magazine and everything is being read
and is very important, slowly but surely
chipping a way through. It's very good
to have a forum like this and to discuss
openly. It's extremely good to have
stakeholders around this table and it's a
good starting point for us to start learning and educating each other."
The issue of communication was still
key though. "We need education, but I
also feel that you guys don't understand
my language and that's worrying because if you are going to provide solutions to shipping you have to speak our

"Futurenautics, your magazine is being read and is very important, slowly
but surely chipping a way through. It's
very good to have a forum like this and
discuss openly. It's extremely good to
have stakeholders around this table
and it's a good starting point for us to
start educating each other."
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"I think Big Data will be applied to shipping in different ways
with information coming from across the supply chain rather
than just from the ship. It will come from the end users of shipping, the consumers, who may look very different in years to
come. The connectivity is already there, the tools are there,
and it's just about how it gets adopted. Your competitors are
certainly going to take it up if they see profit."
language," Kuba said. "I have to say
that now Inmarsat does have a solution
because they are very high on the reliability, so they have engagement and
they've got traction where other VSAT
people are struggling. And when they
come to us and ask why they aren't
making sales we say because you
aren't listening. Listen, listen, listen,
and that applies to us as well, it's not
just one way. We need to listen to each
other."
As a comparatively new face at the
table Rob Myers of Inmarsat took away
a sense of the potential for Big Data
and other digital technologies to positively impact the maritime industry.
"I'd like to thank everyone for coming because it's been really valuable
to hear these views around data and
Big Data," he said. "Instead of being
viewed as 1 per cent of a vessel's operating cost that data should be viewed
as potentially generating perhaps 10
per cent in value in terms of crew welfare, operational efficiency, reduced
fuel costs, lower maintenance etc, and
we genuinely believe the capabilities of
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the future Fleet Xpress service Trond
mentioned—not just a communications
pipe, but a platform to enable systems
integration—are going to enable that.
So for me I takeaway a real excitement
about that potential."
Summing up his takeaway Patrik
Berglund took a far broader view of
how the discussion sat in relation to the
wider supply chain and end customers.
"I felt we didn't explore enough who
drives the change because we talk
about us as suppliers supplying shipping lines, but to me it's about what
the end customer is requesting and
what we can deliver to them," he said.
"That's our focus and we believe that
will fire the change for other stakeholders. Also I'm surprised at how you look
at the industry as small, because to
me it's a huge industry with so many
stakeholders. We can have one freight
buyer on our platform who can have 70
people with accounts, so to us there are
millions of customers and stakeholders,
which is a completely different view.
"And finally Mark's experiences with
the new generation of shipowners com-
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ing through, that's an eye-opener."
That culture and the way it responded to technology was Tony Field's biggest reflection. "The data is going to be
useful but can we also try and make it
useful for the people on board the ship,
because sometimes we do forget that,"
said Tony.
"One of the biggest things that has
been found with the ship owners, is that
they can have all these ideas and they
work perfectly, but if the guys on board
the ship are not trained and not willing
to do it then you lose. So it's culture,
bring them along at the same time and
it'll be magic, but if you don't then you'll
struggle."
Again picking up on the culture
theme George Hoyt made the point
that InterManager's role is to try and
bring the operators and the technology
together, but warned again about the
challenges.
"Shipping exists in a compliance
culture, excellence is not rewarded, if
you want to move into it then you have
to collaborate, co-operate and probably
end up consolidating or at least putting your services together," he said.
"The industry can't afford for it to take
ten years for Big Data to take off because we need it, we really, really need
it. There are champion organisations
around this table who can find a way in,
and we need you."
For Roger Adamson it's a mistake
to think that the conversations being
had around the table were unique to
shipping. "But I do think it's all about
convincing various levels within ship
operating organisations of the value of
the data which in turn will change the
culture within those organisations,"
he said. "I think that's really what the

supply side has to do and it's great to
hear InterManager saying we will listen,
we will engage in that conversation because we need to learn from it too.
"And I think the industry is now on
the cusp of having bandwidth available
to it that is in multiples of what it's ever
seen before so there are big opportunities there."
Roger also had a final point to make
about the impact of Big Data on shipping
and maritime businesses. "We can't say
that Big Data is going to be this panacea
for solving shipping's woes and that by
implementing a Big Data strategy you're
going to see a 30 per cent improvement
over everybody else," he warned. "It's
going to be one or two percent incremental improvement in your business
which is going keep your nose ahead
of your competitors and I think that's
where Big Data is delivering, it's not going to come in and give you a 30 per
cent improvement overnight."
Asked for his takeaways Warwick
Norman promised to try and find anoth-

er 'golden nugget' for us, and his slightly
wider view of shipping's place in the
supply chain echoed that of Patrik.
"I think Big Data will be applied to
shipping in different ways with information coming from across the supply
chain rather than just from the ship. It
will come from the end users of shipping, the consumers, who may look
very different in years to come," he said.
"Consolidation and platforms are going
to drive some of this. We'll see it in vessel traffic management tools where automation of vessel traffic management
systems will start, resulting in the improvements in connectivity where people can start to change the temperature
inside their container from their desk.
"The connectivity is, as Hans said,
already there, the tools are there, and
it's just about how it gets adopted. So
I think we've got a long way to go, but
whether we like it or not it's happening
in all walks of life and you have to adapt
to it to make sure your businesses stay
profitable, because your competitors

are certainly going to take it up if they
see profit."
Competition may ultimately be the
driver for shipping to embrace Big Data,
but for Trond Leira the takeaway was
the need for collaboration.
"I think it's the collaborative nature of
this field, if we are to succeed we need
to rely on each other's ability to convince
the industry about the way forward, and
I think several things lead out of that,"
he said. "It obviously needs to be affordable and it needs to be reliable but
it also needs to be open, so we would
like big and small companies to be part
of developing this. It might be that the
biggest players in this arena in 5 years
time aren't even visible at this moment.
They can come out of nowhere, so
that's the exciting bit and I think the underlying technology and the definitions
and method and all that, I think that will
come into place as this matures."

"It's going to be a 1% or 2% incremental
improvement in your business which is
going to keep your nose ahead of your
competitors, and I think that's where Big
Data is delivering. It's not going to give
you a 30% improvement overnight"
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T

he challenges of harnessing
the business transformation
wave of which Big Data is
a part are not unique to maritime, but
perhaps what the robust but ultimately
highly productive and good natured
exchanges around the table in Oslo
highlighted were a couple of challenges
which are.
The gap between the cutting-edge
solutions and platforms being developed by the likes of Inmarsat, Danelec,
ShipServ, RightShip, Videotel and Xeneta, and the ship operators for whom
they could be so transformational is
dangerously wide. Whilst that will not
apply across the board, the message
seems to be that the issue is widespread enough to be a problem not
just for individual operators, but for the
whole industry.
Considering that the roundtable
discussions were rooted in technology
it's instructional to note that the issues
identified were as much around culture,
cognitive diversity, and mindset, as tactical IT deployment, and those issues
run through every organisation - not just
ship operators.
But identifying the issues is only one
part of the equation, the other is how to
deal with them, and on that score all the
participants were in full agreement. Col-

laboration, education and open channels of communication might seem like
obvious necessities in the disruptive
and fast-moving business environment
we all face, but for some reason they
appear to be lacking. It's essential that
we change that.
As creative and powerful as the connectivity and technology on offer around
the table in Oslo was, it does not constitute either a strategy or a competitive
advantage for ship operators. The only
ones who can change their businesses
for the better are those who run them,
but the message is that for those that
are serious about that change, there are
connectivity and technology companies
in maritime ready and keen to collaborate, educate and innovate.
And it's as essential for those suppliers as it is for operators, because as
Trond Leira eloquently pointed out, no
matter how big you are, the lesson of

digitisation is that new competitors can
come out of nowhere, and threaten
even the largest incumbent company if
it doesn't listen, innovate and collaborate.
The capacity of multiple streams of
information, mashed up together, to deliver insight and value is what Big Data
is all about. As the roundtable demonstrated, if we can end the adversarial
divide between suppliers and operators,
and start mashing ourselves up a little
more, perhaps we can begin answering
some of the really big questions the industry faces.

The gap between the cutting-edge solutions
and platforms being developed by the likes of
Inmarsat, Danelec, ShipServ, RightShip and
Xeneta, and the ship operators for whom they
could be so transformational, is dangerously
wide. That's a problem not just for individual
operators, but for the whole industry.
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